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Phase equilibria and clustering in size-asymmetric primitive
model electrolytes
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The low-temperature phase coexistence of size-asymmetric primitive model electrolyte solutions
has been investigated by means of Monte Carlo simulations. A multidimensional parallel tempering
method is employed and results are analyzed by means of histogram reweighting. Coexistence
curves and critical constants are determined as a function of size asymmetry,l5s1 /s2 , from
0.05 to 1. It is found that the critical temperature and the critical density decrease asl decreases.
These trends appear to contradict available integral-equation theoretical predictions. For highly
asymmetric systems, we report the formation of large chain-like and ring-like structures. These
clusters are much larger than those observed in symmetric electrolytes, and they are shown to give
rise to considerable finite-size effects. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrolyte solutions are often described in terms
primitive models~PM!, where the system is represented by
binary mixture of charged hard spheres immersed in a die
tric continuum. Much of our understanding of electrolyte
including the seminal work of Debye and Hu¨ckel,1 is based
on such models.2–5 In the ‘‘restricted’’ primitive model
~RPM!, the anions and cations have the same charge
size. That model exhibits a vapor–liquid coexistence at l
temperatures which has been the subject of considerabl
tention. Over the last few years, a number of molecular sim
lations have gradually determined the precise location of
coexistence curve and its critical temperatureTc and density
rc .6–8

Simulations of the phase behavior of the restricted pri
tive model have required development of new, increasin
powerful simulation methods. Given the associative nat
of the model and the low temperature involved, such sim
lations require considerable computational resources.
surprisingly, most theoretical work to date and all publish
simulation studies have been limited to the restricted pri
tive model. Real electrolytes, however, are generally as
metric. Unfortunately, much less effort has been devoted
the study of the more general case of asymmetric system

This work provides a first attempt to investigate,
means of molecular simulations, the effects of size asym
try on the phase behavior and critical properties of primit
models. The simulations presented here are performed in
context of a recently proposed hyperparallel temper
Monte Carlo method.6 The results of our simulations ar
compared to predictions of integral equation calculations
ing a mean spherical approximation~MSA!. Our findings
suggest that the general trends observed forTc and rc in
simulations are in conflict with the MSA theory.9

Section II discusses the details of our simulations,
cluding the models employed here and the hyperparallel t
pering Monte Carlo method. In Sec. III we present the res
1720021-9606/2001/114(4)/1727/5/$18.00
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of our simulations and we compare these to theory. We cl
this paper with several remarks regarding the questions
have emerged as a result of this work.

II. MODELS AND SIMULATION METHOD

In our simulations we consider a system consisting ofN
hard spheres. Half of the particles carry a positive char
and the other half carry a negative charge. All the ions c
sidered in this work have unit charge~i.e., zi51 for all i!.
The diameters of cations and anions are allowed to va
these are denoted bys1 ands2 , respectively. Ions interac
via a hard-core and a Coulombic potential energy funct
given by

Ui j 5H 1` r i j <s i j

e2

4pDD0

zizj

r i j
r i j .s i j

, ~1!

where s i j is the collision diameter between ionsi and j,
given by s i j 5(s i1s j )/2, e is the charge of the electro
(e51.602310219 C!, andD0 is the dielectric permeability
of vacuum (D058.85310212 C2 N21 m22).

The focus of this work is to investigate how the ratio
diameters of cations and anions, denoted byl5s1 /s2 ,
influences the phase behavior of electrolytes. Through
this paper, results are reported in reduced units. We defi
mean diameter according tos65(s11s2)/2. We then de-
fine a reduced temperature, density, and box size accor
to T* 54pDD0s6kBT/e2, r* 52Ns6

3 /V, and L*
5L/s6 , respectively.

For symmetric electrolytes, the critical temperature is
the neighborhood ofT*'0.05. Simulations of coexistenc
must therefore be conducted at fairly low temperatures. T
complicates significantly the sampling of phase space by
ditional simulation methods. One way of overcoming sa
pling bottlenecks is of course to conduct excessively lo
simulations. In that regard, it is advantageous to use as m
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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time-saving techniques as possible to alleviate the comp
tional burden of such calculations. In this context, the rec
work of Panagiotopoulos and Kumar10 is noteworthy in that
they propose a departure from a continuum through a
cretization of the RPM model into a finely spaced grid. Th
reduces the problem of calculating interaction energies
that of looking up interactions in a table. Unfortunately, su
a discretization has the potential of introducing uncontrol
approximations which could adversely affect the accuracy
predictions for new, unexplored systems. Furthermore,
level of resolution for small and large particles~as in asym-
metric electrolytes! on a single grid is necessarily differen
Alternatively, one can try to improve the sampling by reso
ing to less traditional simulation techniques. In this work,
in our recent study of the RPM, we have opted to follow t
latter route, and simulations have been conducted in
framework of the hyperparallel tempering Monte Ca
method~HPTMC!.6

Recent studies have shown that, for complex flui
HPTMC can improve considerably the sampling of pha
space.11 The details of the method have been repor
elsewhere.6,11 For completeness, only a brief description
provided here. HPTMC relies on the construction of a co
posite ensemble, consisting ofM noninteracting replicas o
general ensembles, each at a different thermodynamic s
The partition function of those ensembles is given by

Z5(
x

V~x!w~x!P j exp~ f jqj~x!!, ~2!

wherex denotes a microscopic state of the system,V(x) is
the density of states,w(x) is an arbitrary weighting function
for statex, the f j ’s are generalized potentials, and theqj ’s
are the corresponding conjugate generalized variables o
system. The partition function of the composite ensembl
given by

Zc5P i 51
M Zi . ~3!

In order to sample the configuration space of the co
posite ensemble, it is now possible to devise a Monte C
method in which configuration ‘‘swaps’’ between pairs
replicasi and i 11 are proposed. Note that swap trial mov
should be supplemented by traditional Monte Carlo move
the relevant underlying ensembles~e.g., random particle dis
placements for a canonical ensemble!. After a swap attempt
we would have

xi
new5xi 11

odd ,
~4!

xi 11
new5xi

old ,

and the proposed swap would be accepted according to

pacc~xi→xx11!5minF1,
wi~xi 11!wi 11~xi !

wi~xi !wi 11~xi 11!

3P j exp~2D f jDqj !G , ~5!

whereD f j5 f j ,i 112 f j ,i is the difference in generalized po
tentialsf j between the two replicas, andDqj is the difference
in the corresponding conjugate generalized variables.
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In the particular implementation of HPTMC employe
here, a replicai ~or simulation box! represents a grand ca
nonical ensemble at specified values ofm i , V, andTi . Ions
are inserted or removed in pairs, so that electrical neutra
is preserved. To facilitate particle insertions, distance-bia
methods7 are also implemented. For an underlying grand
nonical ensemble, the acceptance criteria for swap t
moves is given by

pacc~xi→xi 11!5min@1,exp~DbDU2D~bm!DN!#, ~6!

where Db5b i 112b i , DU5U(xi 11)2U(xi), D(bm)
5b i 11m i 112b im i , andDN5N(xi 11)2N(xi).

In most of our calculations we employ between 10 a
15 replicas. The composite system is simulated in parallel
at least 23106 Monte Carlo steps to calculate a coexisten
curve. Each Monte Carlo step consists of 200 particle d
placements, 100 insertion or deletion attempts. Configura
swaps are attempted every 20 Monte Carlo steps. Insta
neous numbers of particles and total potential energy
stored every 10 Monte Carlo steps. To estimate critical pr
erties, 4 or 5 boxes are simulated in parallel for at least
3106 Monte Carlo steps. Longer simulations are required
the asymmetry of the ions increases. The box sizes emplo
in this work are reported in Table I.

As in our previous work, long-range interactions are c
culated by the Ewald-sum method, with conducting boun
ary conditions. Joint histograms are collected for the dis
bution of number of particles and total potential energy
each simulation box. Histogram reweighting techniques12,13

are then used to blend histograms and to generate bin
curves. Apparent critical parameters for a given box size
estimated by means of mixed-field finite-size scali
techniques14,15 assuming that the criticality of the system
investigated here belongs to the Ising universality class.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows simulated binodal curves for asymme
ionic systems. For clarity, coexistence curves are only sho
for l51, 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25. The corresponding critic
temperatures and critical densities are reported in Tabl
The sizes of the simulation boxes employed are also give
Table I. The results of our simulations indicate that asl
decreases from 1~the restricted model! to 0.05 ~the most
asymmetric system considered here!, both Tc* and rc* de-
crease. The drop ofTc* becomes increasingly apparent asl
becomes smaller. For nearly symmetric electrolytes~e.g.,
l50.75!, the effect of l is relatively small. The binoda

TABLE I. Effect of l on apparent critical parameters for size-asymmet
electrolytes.

l L* Tc* rc*

1 17 0.0492~2! 0.073~2!
0.75 17 0.0488~2! 0.072~2!
0.50 18 0.0475~3! 0.070~2!
0.25 18 0.0422~3! 0.059~3!
0.20 20 0.0386~4! 0.051~3!
0.10 22 0.0297~5! 0.033~4!
0.05 28 0.0263~6! 0.022~3!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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curves corresponding tol51 andl50.75 are almost identi-
cal. For highly asymmetric systems, the effect ofl is much
stronger and the coexistence curves show pronounced d
ences.

The trends ofTc* andrc* with size asymmetry observe
in simulations can now be compared to existing theoret

FIG. 1. Simulated binodal curves for size-asymmetric electrolyte syst
with different l. Circles: l51; diamonds:l50.75; squares:l50.5; tri-
angles:l50.25.

FIG. 2. Critical parameters for size-asymmetric PM electrolytes.~a! Critical
temperature as a function of asymmetry. Circles correspond to resul
simulations; squares are MSA results via the energy route, and diamond
MSA results via the virial route.~b! Critical density as a function of asym
metry. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in~a!.
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predictions. Note that until now, theory provided the on
means for studying the phase behavior of asymmetric e
trolytes. Figure 2 shows results from integral equation cal
lations using a mean spherical approximation~MSA!. Pre-
dictions of MSA are shown for both the virial and the ener
routes.9 As expected from a mean-field calculation, the MS
critical predictions are unable to capture the results of sim
lations quantitatively. What is perhaps more surprising, ho
ever, it that the trends predicted by the theory are in confl
with those observed in simulations. The MSA theory predi
that both the critical temperature and densityincreaseas l
decreases. One possible source of this conflict is that
MSA theory does not satisfy the Debye–Hu¨ckel limiting
law, which becomes important in the regime of our simu
tions. In a recent paper, Blumet al.have pointed out that this
limiting law can only be satisfied by taking into accou
three-body interactions.16 Their new BIMSA theory, which
takes three-body hard core exclusion into account, does
isfy this limiting law, and might prove to be consistent wi
our simulation data. Unfortunately, theoretical critical pr
dictions using BIMSA are not available yet.

Previous authors have studied the aggregation of i
into clusters within the framework of the RPM model.17 Our
results indicate that asymmetric electrolytes also form cl
ters, but that these are much larger than those in symm
systems. Figure 3 shows several clusters from a simula
of the l50.1 system in a box of sizeL* 555 at T* 50.03.
The instantaneous density isr*50.001 22. As can be seen i
the figure, ions form polymer-like structures whose sha
include chains, rings, and branched chains. This pronoun
tendency to cluster can be rationalized by considering
simple aggregate of only four ions. As shown in Fig. 4, fo
symmetric electrolyte the potential energy of a tight four-i
cluster is lower than that of a linear-tetramer. For high
asymmetric systems~e.g.,l,0.12!, however, linear tetram-

s

of
are

FIG. 3. Configuration representative of size-asymmetric ionic system w
l50.1 andL* 555 atT* 50.03. The instantaneous density corresponding
this configuration isr* 50.001 22.
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ers have lower potential energy than any other cluster sh
This lower energy and a higher entropy help explain w
chains and large rings occur. It is also interesting to point
that, for l.0.4, the energy of linear tetramers or clusters
independent ofl. Forl,0.4, however, the energy of cluste
increases markedly asl decreases, while that of linear te
ramers remains unchanged. Interestingly,l'0.4 is also the
point at which the critical temperature and density appea
take a sharp turn towards smaller values.

To analyze this phenomenon, ions are labeled as belo
ing to a cluster if the smallest distance between the ion
the other members of the cluster is less than some cri
distanceRc .18 For particle pairij , in this work the critical
distance is set toRi j ,c51.5s i j . Figure 5 shows the fraction
of ions involved in clusters of a given sizen, for l50.1, at
T* 50.03 and^r* &50.003 ~for comparison, we also show
results for the RPM model at a similar density.! As expected,

FIG. 4. Potential energy of a simple cluster of four ions at different c
figurations. The solid line is the calculated potential energy of comp
clusters, the dashed line is that for a linear tetramer. The numerical va
are in unit of (4pDD0e22s6)21. Inserts are schematic representations
clusters:~a! compact cluster whenl.A221; ~b! compact cluster whenl
<A221; ~c! linear cluster~tetramer!.

FIG. 5. Probability of finding an ion involved in a cluster of sizen at T*
50.03 andr* 50.003 for al50.1 system of sizeL* 591. The insert is the
same plot for RPM atT* 50.051 andr* 50.002 in a system of sizeL*
550.
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most clusters are neutral. The cluster size distribution exh
its an interesting maximum atn58, indicating that at this
density and temperature ions are more likely to be part o
octamer than a dimer; furthermore, our analysis suggests
most clusters are in chain-like structures, which can co
prise as many as 100 ions. For symmetric systems at
proximately the same density, most of the ions associate
pairs and most of the clusters involve less than ten ions.
shown in this work, this strong tendency of asymmetric s
tems to associate influences the thermodynamic propertie
primitive models. It is also likely to have important effec
on the transport properties of electrolyte solutions; it wou
be interesting to explore such properties in the future a
consider how clustering affects viscosity, diffusion, etc.

The formation of large clusters in highly asymmetr
electrolytes suggests that finite-size effects, analogous
those encountered in simulations of polymers, are likely
be large. To assess the magnitude of such effects, we
conducted a number of simulations in boxes of differe
sizes, under the same conditions of temperature and chem
potential. As Fig. 6 illustrates, for the symmetric RPM, a
box sizes investigated here result in the same average
sity. In contrast, for a highly asymmetric PM~l50.1!, the
average density obtained for different box sizes varies c
siderably. For small and intermediate box sizes, the sim
lated average density increases until the system size rea
some critical value, after which the density keeps nearly c
stant. Note that for highly asymmetric electrolytes, t
‘‘critical’’ box size required to reduce systematic finite-siz
effects is large~for l50.1, this value is around 24!. While
we have verified that our systems and calculations are la
enough not to be adversely affected by finite-size effects,
important to emphasize that, at low temperatures and c
centrations~i.e., for highly asymmetric systems!, finite-size
effects become increasingly pronounced. It would theref
be difficult to conduct simulations of coexistence below t
range ofl considered in this work~that is, l,0.05!. Also
note that, to the best of our knowledge, the simulations
ported here have been conducted on systems larger

-
t
es
f

FIG. 6. Average density as a function of inverse box size. Squares:l50.1 at
T* 50.03 andbm5269.8; circles:l51 at T* 50.051 andbm5227; dia-
monds:l50.2 atT* 50.042 andbm5228.
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those considered by other simulation studies.7,8,17,19We hope
that the results presented here will prompt researchers
more developed computational muscles to go beyond
size asymmetries considered here.

Note added in proof: After completion of this work, we
received a preprint of Ref. 20 describing simulations for si
asymmetric electrolytes by fine-discretization Monte Ca
method. Critical temperatures and densities are in agreem
with results from this work, within statistical uncertainties
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